
Our company is looking to fill the role of architecture consultant. We appreciate
you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the
position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for architecture consultant

Conceptual and Logical Data Model
Champions efforts to revitalize and redesign information systems and
practices which improve operating effectiveness
Understands complex business problems and opportunities and identifies
potential data architecture solutions
Understands broad implications and financial impacts of proposed solutions
on operational and infrastructure support
Partners with business and other architects to ensure that systems are
designed, developed and implemented from a business/customer point of
view
Effectively develops and executes plans and organizes work to ensure
efficient delivery of results
Communicates effectively with business partners, management, and other
areas
Experience in consulting process, understanding business problems and
defining strategies and solutions to resolve them
Knowledge of the impact of IT on clients’ business and industry, with
particular focus on Energy & Resources (mining, oil & gas, utilities) and the
Public Sector
Experience in engaging senior business stakeholders, including at CXO level

Qualifications for architecture consultant

Example of Architecture Consultant Job Description
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8+ Years experience implementing relational database designs, data
warehousing, data architecture, & data modeling, including strong knowledge
of various data modeling approaches and practices (experience with 3NF, star
schemas, and multi-dimensional designs) (Required)
8+ Years experience with ERwin Enterprise Data Modeler Suite or equivalent
modeling software (Required)
Ability to communicate clearly in writing to document data requirements and
translate into technical solutions #LI-KM1
Delivery of Architecture Transformation consulting engagements
Applied architecture techniques such as TOGAF and Industry architecture
patterns such as REST and Web based IT with an understanding of the issues
of SOA and pre-Web IT
Master’s degree in a business or IT related field


